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Landscape as Urbanism
Ryan Nicholas Abraham
ABSTRACT
Scholars have suggested that landscape
become the main ordering device in the
development of the built environment. Traditional
methods of urban planning have categorized
landscape as a cosmetic application, the purpose of
which is to beautify the urban environment after
the planning and development phases. The
problems associated with globalization and rapid
urbanization at present includes the
commoditization of urban form. As a result of this
trend, many cities are becoming less and less
distinguishable from one another, as urban form is
generated without considering the particularities of
site and context. The lack of a more specific
understanding of a site in its environmental, social
and cultural dimensions, has led to the
phenomenon of “universal” urban form. Landscape
has new found relevance in contemporary
urbanism becoming the medium that defines urban
form; inserting the built environment within the
context of complex natural, social and cultural
environments. Landscape has the potential to
design relationships between dynamic
environmental processes and urban form, and
viii

become more of a functional system.
In the island of Trinidad there exists the
opportunity to explore the potential of landscape as
a driver of urban form. The island is currently
experiencing rapid urbanization and dynamic
growth due to a boost in the economy, and an
unprecedented government agenda to take the
island to a developed nation status by the year
2020. Due to this emerging urbanity, there is the
need to implement urban development approaches
that protect the environmental integrity of the
island, and preserve the social and cultural
influences that give identity to the island.
The investigation led to the development of a
landscape infrastructure that is implemented in an
effort to achieve sustainable urban development
and preserve the natural integrity of the site.
Through an in-depth analysis of the landscape,
identifying the natural, social and cultural
processes occurring, a plan of intervention is
developed that is integrated with the dynamics of
the site, and serves as an example of the potential
of landscape in urbanism.
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hapter 1 - Intrroduction
Ch
The inten
nt of this thesiis is to investigate
wa
ays of integratting landscape
e design strattegies in
urban planning and developm
ment, in an efffort to
giv
ve order to the built environment and be
ecome the
driver of urban form. An obje
ective of the
inv
vestigation is to combine th
he culture and
d physical
ide
entity of the place
p
through the integratio
on of
bu
uilding and lan
ndscape, the la
atter of which
h
do
ominates the island.

Fig.1 Archbishops House, Triinidad
Photto taken by Ryan Abraham
A

The island of Trinidad is a developin
ng nation
seeking an iden
ntity as it overrcomes the inffluences
of its colonial pa
ast. The colon
nial history of the
island has playe
ed a significan
nt role in the current
c
sta
ate of its builtt environmentt. The influenc
ce of
colonial architec
cture and urba
an planning by the
Brritish that colo
onized the island is evident in the
bu
uildings that littter the landscape. These buildings
b
ha
ave left a stron
ng impression
n that the islan
nd was
forrced to adopt a foreign iden
ntity. Landsca
ape had
be
een merely pre
escribed as de
ecoration, whe
en
iro
onically the en
ntire island wa
as dominated by lush

Fig.2 Hous
se of Parliament, Trinidad
T
Photto taken by Ryan Abraham
A

tro
opical vegetattion. There wa
as no physical
1

xperience of th
he landscape w
within the built
ex
en
nvironment, it had only been preserved for
f a
vis
sual experienc
ce.
As the na
ation is beginn
ning to overco
ome its
po
ost colonial mind-frame and
d steer away from
f
tho
ose influences
s, a new gene
eration of leaders has
em
merged and is attempting to
o bring change and a
ne
ew identity to the island nattion. The gove
ernment
ha
as embarked on
o an unprece
edented agend
da to
tra
ansform the country into a developed nation by
the
e year 2020. Due to this ag
genda, the nation is

Fig.3 Moviie Town, Trinidad
Photto taken by Ryan Abraham

ex
xperiencing dy
ynamic growth
h, and as a res
sult, a
rad
dical wave of development. This emergin
ng
urbanity is sinfu
ully influenced
d by global
de
evelopment tre
ends and arch
hitectural motifs
res
sulting in a bu
uilt environme
ent that carrie
es no
ide
entity of its lo
ocale. These ty
ypes of develo
opment
ap
pproaches crea
ate a disconne
ection betwee
en the
pe
eople and their surroundings. In many ca
ases this
tre
end has create
ed ‘unidentifia
able places’ in the
fab
bric of Trinida
ad; places thatt have adopte
ed foreign
arc
chitectural the
emes.
In order for urban developme
ent to truly im
mpact
2

Trinidad in a positive way, it must consider the
na
atural environm
ment, and how
w this native context is
em
mbedded in the lives and cu
ulture of the people.
p
Th
his project hop
pes to be an e
example of a new
n
ap
pproach for sustainable urba
an developme
ent in
Trinidad; enviro
onmentally, so
ocially and culturally.
Th
he project will attempt to in
ntegrate landscape
pla
anning and de
esign strategie
es with urban design,
an
nd explore the
eir marriage w
with the culture
e of
Trinidad. Urban design is nott intended to be
b the
primary focus of this thesis. H
However, it se
erves as
the
e catalyst for the exploratio
on of using lan
ndscape

Fig.4 Deep
p Ground, Longgan
ng City, China
http://www.groundlab..org/

to solve urban design
d
shortco
omings and crreate a
ne
ew identity forr the built env
vironment of Trinidad.
T
Scholars have suggestted that landsc
cape be
the
e main ordering device rath
her than just
de
ecoration in th
he developmen
nt of the built
en
nvironment. Itt is seen as a critical element in
ac
chieving sustainable growth
h of towns and
d cities.
Arrchitect and Urban Designerr Rem Koolhaa
as states:
“A
Architecture is no longer the
e primary elem
ment of
urban order; inc
creasingly urb
ban order is giiven by a
thin horizontal vegetal
v
plane;;
3

creasingly landscape is the primary elem
ment of
inc
urban order.”
The use of
o landscape a
as a medium to
t
connect detache
ed areas of a city and also to create
ple
easant public spaces has be
een successfu
ully
ad
ddressed in several built exa
amples around the
wo
orld. Howeverr, these two ex
xamples of the use of
lan
ndscape mere
ely scratch the
e surface of th
he
po
otential of land
dscape; they b
barely go bey
yond the
us
se of landscape as a connec
ctor and as de
ecoration.
Th
he potential off landscape is far greater th
han that;
the
e landscape can
c
play a dee
eper role in sustaining
the
e culture and identity of a p
place, as the culture
c
of
a people
p
can be
e realized in th
he way that th
hey shape
the
eir environme
ent. The naturral environment of a
pla
ace leaves an unconscious impression in the
me
emory of the human spirit, and this mem
mory can
carry an identity
y with it. Kenn
neth Frampton States:
“The character of
o a place resides in its nattural
fea
atures”.
Reinterprreting the role
e of landscape
e in the
Fig.5 Relational Model 2. http://www.groundlab.org/

fab
bric of Trinida
ad, is crucial in
n determining ways to
ac
chieve sustaina
able growth, w
without the to
otal
4

estruction of th
he natural env
vironment. In a place
de
lik
ke Trinidad tha
at is dominate
ed by lush trop
pical
ve
egetation, it is only approprriate to pay clo
ose
atttention to the landscape as
s a hierarchal element
in any urban de
esign project. Many authors
s have
ma
ade claims forr the potential of landscape
e in urban
de
esign, as archiitect and educ
cator Stan Alle
en
sta
ated: “Increas
singly, landsca
ape is emerging as a
mo
odel for urban
nism. Landsca
ape has traditionally
be
een defined as
s the art of org
ganizing horiz
zontal
surfaces…. By paying
p
close atttention to the
ese
surface conditio
ons, not only c
configuration, but also
Fig.6 Trinidad Landscape. Ph
hoto taken by Ryan
n Abraham

ma
ateriality and performance,, designers can
ac
ctivate space and
a
produce e
effects withoutt the
we
eighty apparattus of traditional space making.”
The inten
nt of this inves
stigation is to be
sp
pecific to the case
c
in Trinida
ad, and not on
nly
un
nderstand land
dscape in urba
an design issu
ues but
ga
ain an understtanding of land
dscape influen
nces on
culture and culttural influence
es on landscap
pe. The
iss
sue of culture of how it can influence des
sign is
criitical to this in
nvestigation. T
The culture off a place,
tog
gether with th
he natural landscape of that place
5

stance to the commoditizattion of
can form a resis
arc
chitecture and
d urban form. This is the ca
ase in
Trinidad at pres
sent where glo
obal influences
s of
de
esign are resulting in archite
ecture and urban form
tha
at is insensitiv
ve to its locale
e. This leads to
t the
second aspect of
o the theoretiical framework that will
be
e the basis forr this thesis investigation; Critical
C
Re
egionalism. Ke
enneth Frampton stated; “T
The
un
nderstanding of
o the particularity and distinction of
diffferent local and regional la
andscapes can
n provide
a resistance
r
to the
t
homogeniizing effects of
o

Fig7. Bam
mboo House, Kengo Kuma
www
w.tropolism.com/grreatbamboo.jpg

glo
obalization.”
The funda
amental aspec
ct of critical
reg
gionalism is to
o mediate the
e impact of un
niversal
civ
vilization with elements derrived indirectly
y from
the
e peculiarities
s of a particula
ar place. For Trinidad
T
to gain an identtity through de
esign, understanding
the
e site and brin
nging out the best qualities
s of the
lan
ndscape is important. One of the main fe
eatures of
the
e landscape th
here is the irrregular topogrraphy
wh
hich is covered
d with lush tro
opical vegetattion. The
na
atural landscap
pe has had a tremendous im
mpact on
the
e lives of the people of Trin
nidad in that they
t
6

identify with the sloped terrain and the society has
evolved around this natural landscape.
A critical regionalist approach is necessary to
prevent the influence of globalization on the island
in which the landscape is being transformed
dramatically to accommodate buildings whereas it
should be the other way around where the building
accommodates the existing landscape. Kenneth
Frampton states:
“The bulldozing of an irregular topography into a
flat site is clearly a technocratic gesture which
aspires to a condition of absolute placelessness;
whereas the terracing of the same site to receive
the stepped form of a building is an engagement in
the art of ‘cultivating the site”.

7

Chapter 2 - Case Studies
Case studies were carried out on selected
landscape and urban design projects that met
specific criteria in relation to the scope of this
thesis investigation. Projects were selected based
on the following criteria; (1) Integration of building
and landscape. (2) Balance between preservation
and intervention. (3) Blending of natural landscape
and designed landscape. (4) Sustainable and
innovative approaches to urban design. (5) Projects
that address culture and identity through design.
Each case study had some influence on the design
project.

8

Citty of Culture of
o Galicia
Santiago de Composte
ela, Spain
Eisenman
n Architects
The City of Culture is a new Cultural Center
e of Galicia, in northern Spa
ain. The
forr the Province
de
esign of the ce
enter is the result of a

Fig.8 Site Model. Photo courttesy Eisenman Architects

superimposition
n of three sets
s of informatio
on. The
strreet grid of th
he medieval city center of Galicia
G
is
ov
verlaid over th
he topographic
c map of the hillside
h
sitte. Then a modern Cartesian grid is laid over
o
the
ese medieval routes to crea
ate a combine
ed grid.
Th
hen the archite
ect used comp
puter software
e to
Fig.9 Com
mpetition Model. Pho
oto courtesy Eisenm
man Architects

dis
stort the two dimensional
d
g
grid into a thre
ee
dim
mensional form. The urban form is a result of the
superimposition
n of the site’s natural, historic and
mo
odern conditio
ons. The cultu
ural center bec
comes
on
ne with the lan
ndscape and c
creates a stron
ng sense
of place. The prroject consists
s of six buildin
ngs, each
with a separate program. How
wever, they were
w

Fig.10 Volumetric Analysis. Image
I
courtesy Eis
senman Architects

conceived as three pairs of buildings and

9

e experience of each building is affected by the
the
relationship of the
t
adjacent b
building. The overall
o
forrm is broken up
u by pedestrrian streets that wind
be
etween the buildings and op
pen up onto public
pla
azas. Some off the rooftops of the buildin
ngs
be
ecome habitab
ble spaces in w
which visitors can walk.
Th
he structure off the buildings
s is made up of
o two

Fig11. Site
e Plan. Image courrtesy Eisenman Arc
chitects

separate system
ms. The inner structure which
comprises of the
e floor slabs is made of pou
ured in
pla
ace concrete, and the outerr structure wh
hich is the
bu
uilding envelop
pe and roof is a carefully de
esigned
ste
eel structure with
w
glass currtain walls. This type of
hy
ybrid structura
al system allow
ws for the
Fig.12 Roo
of of Hemeroteca. Photo courtesy Eise
enman Architects

ma
anipulation off form withoutt sacrificing th
he interior
sp
patial quality and
a
functionality. The project
ex
xemplifies an innovative app
proach to urba
an design
us
sing the landsc
cape and as a driver of form
m

Fig.13 Aerrial of Hemeroteca and Bibliotheca.
Pho
oto courtesy Eisenm
man Architects

10

esh Kills Land
dfill Park Proje
ect
Fre
Staten Is
sland, New Yorrk
Field Ope
erations
The Fresh
h Kills park prroject which co
overs
2,2
200 acres is one
o
of the larg
gest public park
projects in the world.
w
The pro
oject is focuse
ed on
tra
ansforming the Fresh Kills L
Landfill into a public
pa
ark and is plan
nned in four phases that will take
thirty years until completion. The major fo
ocus of
the
e project is to
o transform th
he landfill into an
ec
cologically dive
erse and cultu
urally active park. The
program include
es various forms of social, cultural
c
an
nd recreational activities. Th
he Master Plan
n for the
Fig.14 Site
e Plan. Image courrtesy Field Operatio
ons.

pa
ark is a framew
work that consists of three distinct
sy
ystems; new habitat,
h
new activities, and
Cirrculation syste
ems.
The proje
ect is compose
ed of a series of layers
within each systtem that will e
evolve overtim
me in four
ph
hases. (1) See
eding - the inttroduction of new
n
plant
communities an
nd rejuvenatio
on of natural habitat.
h
e natural
(2)Infrastructurre – the development of the

Fig.15 Aerrial view of park. Im
mage courtesy Field Operations

lan
ndscape infras
structure and the implemen
ntation of
11

other man made infrastructure to ensure a
fun
nctionally effic
cient landscap
pe. (3) Progra
amming the
e developmen
nt of various c
cultural and
rec
creational activities includin
ng nature trails,
ho
orseback riding
g, mountain b
biking, commu
unity
ev
vents, outdoorr dining, sportts fields and canoeing.
(4) Adaptation – The continued maintenan
nce and

Fig.16 Ren
ndering of Park. Im
mage courtesy Field
d Operations

mo
odification of the various ro
oads, pathway
ys,
surfaces, ecosys
stems and pro
ograms overtime.
The Fresh
h Kills Park Prroject is an initiative
at involves many different groups of peo
ople; the
tha
loc
cal governmen
nt, local residents, ecologis
sts,
lan
ndscape architects and urba
an planners, as
a well as
ma
any others tha
at will be invo
olved in the different

Fig.17 Pro
oposed Signage. Im
mage courtesy Field
d Operations

ph
hases. This pro
oject serves a
as an example
e of
sustainable land
dscape and urrban planning that is
aim
med at healing and reinven
nting brown fie
eld sites
an
nd restoring a balance betw
ween man and nature.

Fig.18 Ren
ndering of activities
s. Image courtesy Field Operations
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Re
ebstockpark Master
M
Plan
Frankfurtt, Germany
Eisenman
n Architects
The Rebs
stockpark Mas
ster Plan was proposed
p
in 1991 by arch
hitect Peter Eis
senman and la
andscape
arc
chitect Laurie Olin. The pro
oject is conceiv
ved as an
urban landscape
e of housing, offices, comm
mercial
sp
pace and a larg
ge urban park
k. The designe
ers’
inttention was to
o explore pote
ential relations
ships

Fig.19 Ren
ndering. Image cou
urtesy Eisenman Arrchitects

be
etween the ‘citty and nature’ in an effort to
t build
sustainable rela
ationships with
h the environm
ment
wh
hile at the sam
me time creatiing viable soc
cial
sp
paces.
Much of the
t
designers’’ interest was in the
lan
nd and explorring the potential of “site” and
a
its
en
ngagement witth city plannin
ng through the
e design
process. Instead
d of the figure
e/ground relattionship
of traditional urrban planning,, the designerrs
propose a new concept
c
of a c
city/nature dia
alogue.
Th
his dialogue is expressed through an inte
erweaving
of the urban ele
ements of shops, offices, ho
ousing

Fig.20 Mas
ster Plan. Image co
ourtesy Eisenman Architects
A

an
nd parking, with the elemen
nts drawn from
m the
13

surrounding agrricultural landscape of meadows,
wo
oodlands, irrig
gation ditches and canals.
The resullt of this interw
weaving of urrban
ele
ements and nature is the crreation of a place
within the city that
t
has chara
acteristics of both.
b
This
typ
pe of condition explores the
e potential of new
relationships be
etween people
e’s daily life an
nd the
na
atural environm
ment. Eisenm
man refers to the site
we
eave as develo
oping a surfac
ce that double
es as a

Fig.21 Ren
ndered Perspective
e 1. Image courtesy
y Eisenman Archite
ects

topological even
nt and as a structure that
sim
multaneously disappears an
nd resurfaces..
This proje
ect is a great example of th
he
relationship between landscape and urbanism,
through the exp
ploration of sitte conditions and
a
urban form.

Fig.22. Re
endered Perspective
e 2. Image courtes
sy Eisenman Archittects

14

anghe River Pa
ark
Ta
Qinhuang
gdao City, Heb
bei Province, China
C
Kongjian Yu
The Tang
ghe River Park
k project was aimed
a
at
protecting the ecological
e
integrity of the site while
at the same tim
me allowing access to the pa
ark. The
problem of flood
d and storm w
water management was
ad
ddressed by re
ecovering wetlands at the river’s
ed
dge, which allo
ows for the se
easonal rise in tidal
flo
ows. These we
etlands also crreate new hab
bitat for
wildlife. This approach re-cre
eates a natural setting
in the heart of the
t
city which serves as an example
a sustainable
s
ap
pproach to urb
ban design.
The work
k of Chinese la
andscape arch
hitect
Ko
ongjian Yu can
n serve as an example of la
andscape
strrategies that can
c
be integra
ated into urba
an
Fig.23 Site Plan. Image courtesy Turenscap
pe.

pla
anning. The educator and d
designer has executed
e
nu
umerous proje
ects in his natiive country th
hat have
be
een successfully integrated with the natural
en
nvironment, ta
aking a minim
malistic approach to site
inttervention and
d allowing the
e natural proce
esses to

15

continue uninterrupted. His p
projects promo
ote
intteraction betw
ween the peop
ple and their la
and; they
rettrieve a sense
e of place and create lively public
sp
paces. Professo
or Yu speaks of his work as
s a way of
ed
ducating the public about “g
green” solutions.
Ko
ongjian Yu states in his writtings that the first
problem is that landscape arc
chitecture is too
as
ssociated with the tradition of gardening,, and it
should be taking
g a more impo
ortant role in
en
nvironmental issues. Some of the environ
nmental
iss
sues that he addresses
a
are flood control and

Fig.24
4 Aerial Rendering. Image courtesy Turenscape.
T

wa
ater managem
ment which are
e pressing issues in his
na
ative China. He
e states that Landscape arc
chitecture
als
so has a role in
i sustaining c
cultural herita
age and
the
e identity of a people. The loss of cultura
al identity
is a major issue
e facing some developing co
ountries
du
ue to rapid glo
obalization. “T
The profession must reev
valuate the vernacular of the land and the people,
an
nd lead the wa
ay in urban de
evelopment by
y
pla
anning and de
esigning an inffrastructure of
o both
lan
ndscape and ecology,
e
throu
ugh which land
dscape
can be created and preserved
d as a medium
m, and as

Fig.25
5 Tanghe Park. Pho
oto courtesy Turen
nscape.

the
e connecting link between tthe land, the people
16

nd the spirits.”” (Yu, 11). His
s aim is to cre
eate a
an
consciousness about
a
the beauty of the nattural
lan
ndscape and its diverse veg
getation. He aims
a
to
rejjuvenate a lan
nd that sustains humanity and
a
retturn the identtity of the peo
ople and their place. He
says that landsc
cape architectts and plannerrs should
lea
ad the way in urban develo
opment by identifying
an
nd designing a landscape infrastructure, which
w
is
criitical in safegu
uarding the ec
cological proce
esses and
the
e cultural trad
ditions that giv
ve us our iden
ntity. This

Fig.2
26 Tanghe Park 2. Photo courtesy Turenscape.

lan
ndscape infras
structure shou
uld be created
d before
the
e developmen
nt plan evolves. “Landscape
e
arc
chitecture mu
ust take the op
pportunity to play a
ke
ey role in build
ding a new soc
ciety of urban
nized,
glo
obal, and interconnected pe
eople.” (Yu, 11).
This proje
ect and the ov
verall philosop
phy and
de
esign approach
h of Kongjian Yu is a great
precedent for ec
cologically sus
stainable land
dscape
an
nd urban plann
ning. His work
k strikes a balance
be
etween environmental prote
ection and soc
cial
rejjuvenation in his many urban parks. His theory to

Fig.2
27 Tanghe Park 3. Photo courtesy Turenscape.

lan
ndscape plann
ning is that les
ss is more; les
ss
inttervention, mo
ore rejuvenation.
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hapter 3 – Trin
nidad and Tob
bago
Ch
Trinidad and
a
Tobago is
s a twin island
d nation
sittuated in the southern
s
Carib
bbean Sea, 10
0 degrees
no
orth of the equ
uator and app
proximately 7 miles off
the
e northeastern coast of Ven
nezuela. The thesis
t
inv
vestigation wa
as focused ma
ainly in Trinida
ad, the
larrger of the twin islands. Th
he two islands
s together
cover approximately 1,979 sq
quare miles, with
w
Trinidad, the larrger of the two comprising about
94
4% of the tota
al area. The po
opulation of Trinidad
T

Fig.28 Map of the Caribbean. www.student.brritannica.com

an
nd Tobago is approximately
a
y 1.3 million
inh
habitants, with 95% of the population liv
ving in
Trinidad.

Fig.29 Map of Trinidad and Tobago.www.stude
T
nt.brittanica.com
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story
His
Trinidad and Tobago was disc
covered in 1498 by
Ch
hristopher Columbus on his third voyage to the
ne
ew world. The Spanish settled in the islan
nd a
century later wiping out mostt of the origin
nal
inh
habitants. The
e original inha
abitants of the
e islands
we
ere the Arawak and Carib In
ndians. It is said that

Fig.30 Spanish
S
Flag. www
w.mapsoftheworld.c
com

Co
olumbus name
ed the island T
Trinidad after the Holy
Trinity, which was
w due to his first sighting of the
island and its th
hree large mountains in the
e
southern range ideally named
d the Trinity Hills
H
tod
day. The Span
nish colonized
d the island an
nd mainly
us
sed it as a bas
se; for the main intent of th
he
Sp
panish was to eventually reach El Dorado
o, the city
of gold. Howeve
er, the coloniz
zation of the is
slands by
the
e Spanish can
n be seen mos
stly by the nam
mes of
strreets and towns today; for example, Porrt of
Sp
pain, the natio
on’s capital stiill today, and Diego
Ma
artin, the town
n in which the
e project site is
i
loc
cated.
c
afterr the Spanish settled in
For two centuries

Fig.31 Porrt of Spain. www.ca
aribbean-on-line.co
om

Trinidad, the island passed back and forth between
19

the
e Spanish, the
e French and the British wh
ho fought
to gain control of
o the twin isla
and nation. Ev
ventually
in 1797, the Spanish surrend
dered the islan
nd to the
Brritish who werre under the ru
ule of Sir Ralp
ph
Ab
bercromby. Th
he British settled in the island and
be
egan to develo
op numerous s
sugarcane pla
antations
throughout the entire land, m
mainly in the low lying
pla
ains of the cen
ntral part of the island. Trin
nidad

Fig.32 Brittish Flag. www.mapsoftheworld.com

be
ecame a major port of expo
ort for sugarca
ane and
other agriculturral products su
uch as cocoa. The
on
ngoing slave trrade provided
d thousands off slaves
to work these sugar plantatio
ons and the nu
umber
ste
eadily increased as more an
nd more Frenc
ch and
Brritish slave ow
wners came to Trinidad for the
t
prosperous suga
arcane industry. By the yea
ar 1803,
a British
B
consen
nsus estimated
d the populatiion to be
28
8,000 inhabita
ants. Half of th
hat number sp
poke
Fre
ench while the
e other half w
was divided be
etween
Sp
panish and English speakers
s. The native
Fig.33 Sug
garcane Plantation in Trinidad. www.w
webshots.com

Am
merindian pop
pulation contin
nued to decline with
the
e majority of these natives scattered in rural
settlements.
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A decade
e after the abo
olition of the slave
s
tra
ade in 1834, the
t
British Gov
vernment gav
ve
pe
ermission to plantation owners to import
ind
dentured labo
orers from India to work on their
pla
antations. Ove
er the next few decades in the
his
story of Trinid
dad, the popullation steadily
y
inc
creased, but this
t
increase o
of immigrants were
ma
ainly indenturred Indian laborers. By the year

Fig 34. Fla
ag of Trinidad and Tobago.
T
www.map
psoftheworld.com

18
871, about 25% of the popu
ulation was made up of
Ea
ast Indians. Du
uring this time
e, small numb
bers of
Po
ortuguese, Chiinese and other groups inclluding
Le
ebanese also im
mmigrated to the island to take
ad
dvantage of th
he agricultural trade. The tu
urn of the
century broughtt with it a dec
cline in the sug
gar
ind
dustry as suga
ar was being produced cheaper
els
sewhere.
The Britis
sh ruled Trinid
dad and Tobag
go as a
Crrown Colony up
u until the ye
ear 1956 when
n the
islands with the
e assistance off the British began to
de
evelop strategies for self go
overnance. In the year
19
962, Trinidad and
a
Tobago gained its independence

Fig.35 Trin
nidad and Tobago Coat
C
of Arms. www
w.nalis.gov.tt

fro
om the British and officially
y became the Republic
R
of Trinidad and Tobago.
21

ulture
Cu
Th
he culture of Trinidad
T
and T
Tobago reflects
s the
his
story of the is
slands and the
e influence of
Am
merindian, Spa
anish, French, British, Afric
can,
Indian, Chinese, Portuguese, Venezuelan and
a
other
im
mmigrants thatt brought their respective cultures
c
with them to the islands. Trin
nidad being a British

Fig.36 Carrnival in Trinidad. Photo
P
courtesy Jaso
on Lennox

Co
olony was left with a strong
g influence of the
t
Brritish mainly; the
t
English language, the system
s
of
go
overnment and
d the two mos
st popular spo
orts
pla
ayed in the isllands, football and cricket. One of
the
e most influen
ntial aspects o
of the culture of
Trinidad is that of Carnival th
hat was brought there
by
y the French settlers in the late eighteentth
century. Trinida
adians or ‘Trinis’ as they reffer to
the
emselves enjo
oy partying an
nytime there is
i the
op
pportunity. The local word ffor party is ‘fete’ which
wa
as also brough
ht there by the French.
and Tobago is
The music of Trinidad a
s mainly
Fig.37 Ste
eel Pan. www.vistap
pan.net

soca and calyps
so and a huge part of the cu
ulture is
aying and liste
ening to ‘steel pan’ or steel drums
pla
wh
hich were orig
ginally invente
ed in Trinidad.
22

owever, during
g the Christmas season in Trinidad
T
Ho
the
ere is a specia
al type of mus
sic that is play
yed and
en
njoyed through
hout the entirre island, and that is
‘pa
arang’. Parang
g was broughtt to the island
d by the
ne
eighboring Sou
uth American country Vene
ezuela and
ha
as been modified to suit the
e culture and language
l
of the people in Trinidad overr the years. However,
H
in some parts of the country there still exist

Fig.37 Parrang Band. www.triniview.com

Sp
panish speakers who contin
nue the origina
al
tra
adition of para
ang.
A very telling aspect of the history of
o the
island is the traditions still prracticed by the
e large
Ea
ast Indian pop
pulation. Historically, the Ea
ast
Indians came to
o Trinidad on ttheir own free
e will as
ind
dentured labo
orers and there
efore they kep
pt their
culture and trad
ditions unlike tthe Afrotrinida
adians
wh
hose descenda
ants were brought as slaves,
essentially strip
pped of their c
culture. The Ea
ast
Indians celebratte many of their religious trraditions
an
nnually in Trinidad including
g Divali, Hosay
y, and

Fig.38 Chu
utney Dancers. ww
ww.tntcultureclub.co
om

Ph
hagwah. The East
E
Indians also play, sing and
da
ance to their music
m
called Chutney. The cuisine
c
in
Trinidad can be described as a blend of
23

Am
merindian, Eurropean, Africa
an, Creole, Ch
hinese,
Indian and Leba
anese. The cu
uisine is indica
ative of
the
e varied origin
ns of its people.
However,, over the many years of co
oexisting
in the island nattion, the many different pe
eoples of
va
arious ethnicities and backg
grounds have
somewhat blend
ded with each
h other and they all say
tha
at they are prroud “trinis”. T
The culture off Trinidad

Fig.39 Peo
ople of Trinidad. ww
ww.webshots.com

cannot be descrribed by secular aspects but can
on
nly be describe
ed as a rich bllend of ethnicities and
inffluences that have come together in the “melting
po
ot” island of Trrinidad to crea
ate one very dynamic
d
an
nd diverse cultture. There is certainly a litttle bit of
ev
very part of the history of th
he island pres
sent today
in the culture off Trinidad.
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andscape
La
scape of Trinid
dad and Tobag
go can be
The lands
characterized by
y steep mountains, undulatting hills
an
nd plains. Trinidad and Toba
ago is the most
southerly of the
e Caribbean ch
hain of islands
s and is
loc
cated just off the coast of the South Ame
erican

Fig.40 Norrthern Range, Triniidad. Photo taken by
b Ryan Abraham

ma
ainland. The island is comp
prised of some
e of the
mo
ost productive
e and diverse ecosystems in
n the
Ca
aribbean. The
e landscape off the island is made up
of tropical rainfo
orests, abundant rivers and
d
strreams, fertile flood plains a
and swamps. The
T
island of Trinida
ad is blessed w
with a very ric
ch natural
en
nvironment, an
nd shares most of its variattions of
Fig.41 Cen
ntral Range, Trinida
ad. Photo taken by
y Ryan Abraham

flo
ora and fauna with the Soutth American mainland.
m
Trinidad feature
es three distinct mountain ranges;
r
the
e northern ran
nge extends a
across the enttire north
pa
art of the islan
nd from east to west. The central
range is the smallest of the three and then
n there is
the
e southern range. Undulating lands, plains and
sw
wamps separatte these ranges from each other.
Du
ue to the vibra
ant ecosystem
ms in the natural

Fig.42 Cen
ntral Plains, Trinida
ad. Photo taken by Ryan Abraham

lan
ndscape in Triinidad, the isla
and is host to
25

undreds of spe
ecies of mamm
mals, birds, re
eptiles,
hu
am
mphibians and
d invertebrates
s. Resulting frrom its
clo
ose proximity to the South American mainland,
Trinidad and Tobago has a hiigh species to area
rattio. The island
ds have over 2
2,200 species of
flo
owering plants
s, 110 of which are endemic
c to the
island, including
g numerous ty
ypes of palms. The
lan
ndscape dominates most off the island an
nd the
pe
eople of Trinidad have adap
pted to life in such
s
a
ric
ch and diverse
e landscape.
The thesis investigation will attemptt to

Fig.43 Sca
arlet Ibis. www.nalis.gov.tt

un
ncover ways of integrating tthis natural
en
nvironment in a more sustainable manne
er with
urban planning and developm
ment.

Fig.44 River in Northern Ran
nge. Photo taken by
y Ryan Abraham
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hapter 4 – Pro
oject Site
Ch
Sitte Selection
out the island of Trinidad th
here are
Througho
ma
any areas that are virtually
y untouched, where
w
div
verse ecosyste
ems thrive an
nd the threat of
o
ec
cological destruction is none
existent. Howe
ever,
the
ere is a huge demand for la
and by develo
opers
ma
ainly in areas in and around
d the capital city
c
of
Po
ort of Spain an
nd its environs
s. Most of the
ese areas
tha
at are within a 20 mile radiius of Port of Spain
ha
ave already be
een developed
d except for a few
pa
arks and open spaces that w
were a part off the city
pla
anning done by
b the British. Unfortunately
y, the
de
emand for land
d in and aroun
nd these envirrons is
res
sulting in a to
otal destruction of any rema
aining
na
atural landscap
pe in replace for concrete and
a
steel
strructures. The
e natural lands
scape of Trinid
dad is
slo
owly disappea
aring in areas of high human density
an
nd transformin
ng parts of the
e island into “concrete
jun
ngles”. The selection
s
of the
e site is based
d on
certain criteria in
i an effort to
o align it with the
t
intent
of the thesis inv
vestigation. Th
he criteria for site
selection are: (1
1) The site cannot be a rura
al site,
bu
ut it has to be within an urb
ban context. (2) The
sitte must provid
de challenges,, both for pres
servation
an
nd intervention
n. (3) The site
e must be an existing
op
pen space, nott under develo
opment. (4) The
T
site
mu
ust be at such
h a scale so as
s for the proje
ect to

Fig.44 Aerrial of Port of Spain
n. www.trinidadand
dtobagonews.com
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ha
ave a substanttial impact on the surround
ding
are
eas. The selec
ction of a site that meets th
hese
criiteria is crucia
al in order for the thesis
inv
vestigation to be successful, and potentially prove
tha
at integrating urban develo
opment with the
ex
xisting landsca
ape can resultt in naturally, socially
an
nd culturally su
ustainable env
vironments.
After considering nume
erous sites within a 20
miile radius of Port of Spain, a final site wa
as
selected that met the criteria
a. The site is lo
ocated in
the
e northwesterrn peninsula o
of the island. (See Fig. 45)
Th
he site is locatted at the mou
uth of the Diego Martin
va
alley. The Dieg
go Martin valle
ey is one of th
he larger
an
nd more dense
ely populated areas west off Port of
Sp
pain. This region is quickly b
becoming one
e of the
prime areas for developmentt in the island,, and the
sitte is one of on
nly a few unde
eveloped sites
s left that
are
e susceptible to developme
ent in the near future.
An
n aerial view of
o the site at tthe macro scale is
shown in fig.46. As shown in the image, th
his valley
hat are
is densely populated and the only areas th
ot inhabited arre the areas o
on the mounta
ains that
no
are
e inaccessible
e or too steep to build on. The
T
mo
ountainous terrain of the no
orthern range
e is
ev
vident in the im
mage. The site
e sits somewh
hat
dirrectly in the middle
m
of the v
valley.

Fig.45 Map of Trinidad showing site location.

Fig.46 Aerrial of Diego Martin
n showing Site location (macro)
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Th
he image to th
he left (fig.47)) shows the site at an
inttermediate scale. It is impo
ortant to view the site
at varying scale
es in order to g
get a full
un
nderstanding of
o its location and setting.

Fig.47 Aerrial of Diego Martin
n showing Site location (intermediate))

Th
he image show
ws the adjacen
ncy of the site
e to the
Diego Martin Riv
ver. The imag
ge also shows the way
tha
at the ridge to
o the right of the sight is cu
urrently
be
eing cut away in order to ac
ccommodate some
s
de
evelopment. This
T
is a prime
e example of the
de
estruction of th
he natural env
vironment in the
t
face
of rapid urbaniz
zation in Trinid
dad.

Fig.48 Aerrial of Diego Martin
n showing Site location (micro)
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Sitte Analysis
A series of
o diagrams begin to filter the
t
site
infformation and
d breakdown tthe site into its many
lay
yers in order for
f a thorough
h understanding of the
sitte to be gained. The thesis investigation requires
an
n in depth site analysis in orrder for a suittable plan
of intervention to
t be made. T
The image to the
t
left
(Fig.49) shows the figure/gro
ound of the sitte area
with the main arterial road ne
etwork in red and the
secondary road network in ye
ellow. One can
n see the
ay in which the topography
y dictated whe
ere
wa
de
evelopment co
ould occur and
d where it could not.
Th
he site sits at a critical place
e in the middle of this
fig
gure/ground of buildings an
nd the road/street
ne
etwork. This gives the site a lot of potenttial but at
the
e same time creates
c
a lot o
of challenges.

Fig.49 Figure/Ground Diagra
am

ad/Street Network
Fig.50 Roa
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His
storically, this
s area at the m
mouth of the valley
v
wh
here the site is located toda
ay was once at
a the
ed
dge of mangro
ove swamp wh
hich dominate
ed this
pa
art of the coas
stline. The site
e was surrounded by
the
e Diego Martin River on the
e west side, th
he
foo
othills of the northern
n
range on the east side and
the
e mangrove to the south siide.

Fig.51 Historic Condition of Site
S

w
Diego Ma
artin began to develop
In the 1950’s when
mo
ore and land began
b
to beco
ome a commo
odity, the
ma
angrove was destroyed
d
and
d the swamp was
w filled
in and reclaimed
d as land for d
development. This
are
ea being on th
he flood plain had rich, well irrigated
soil well suited for
f farming. In the 1950’s on
o until
ab
bout the mid 1970’s
1
the site
e was occupied as
farrmland and th
hat is the reas
son why there
e was
ne
ever any intern
nal circulation
n network laid down.

velopment of Road/Street Network
Fig.52 Dev
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Th
he surrounding
g context arou
und the site is
s made
up
p of mainly res
sidential deve
elopment. To the
t
south
of the site there
e is a regional mall and som
me other
rettail which act as an activity
y hub in this area.
a
This
ac
ctivity hub cou
upled with the residential de
ensity
me
ean that the around
a
the site there is a
considerable am
mount of vehic
cular traffic. To
T the
south eastern edge of the site is a major
ere a lot of pic
ck up and dro
op off in
inttersection whe
the
e form of pedestrians using
g public transp
port
oc
ccurs.

Fig.53 Currrent Land Use Diagram

Th
he diagram to the left (Fig.5
54) shows the
e
inttroverted natu
ure of the surrrounding resid
dential
de
evelopments. These
T
residen
ntial neighborh
hoods
turn their backs
s to the site pa
artly because of the
tim
me they were planned and built; the site was
fun
nctioning as fa
armland. How
wever, today the site is
un
noccupied and the situation remains the same.
Th
his provides an
n opportunity for the site to
o become
a connector
c
of these
t
introverrted neighborh
hoods.
Th
he location of the
t
site at the
e intersection of the
tw
wo major arterries in the region, also give the site
the
e opportunity to become a landmark.
Fig.54 Introverted Developm
ments
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Th
he site exits as
s the last open green space
e in the
reg
gion and this is a very impo
ortant feature
e. The
hig
gh demand fo
or land for dev
velopment in this
t
reg
gion of the island means th
hat this site will
ev
ventually beco
ome developed
d and may end up
loo
oking like one
e of the surrou
unding neighborhoods.
If this happens, there will nev
ver be any
ness within the
ese separate
intterconnectedn
de
evelopments and
a
a great op
pportunity wou
uld have
be
een lost. The site
s
proves to be a great loc
cation for
the
e thesis inves
stigation to be
e carried out and
a
im
mplemented.
Fig.55 Ope
en Space Diagram

om an urban planning point of view, there lies an
Fro
op
pportunity for this site to be
e the connecto
or of the
surrounding com
mmunities and
d recreate a sense
s
of
pla
ace within this
s region.

e as Connector
Fig.56 Site
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Th
he Abiotic analysis of the sitte revealed firrstly that
a portion
p
of the site sits in th
he flood plain and
a
so
this must be tak
ken into consideration when
n
eveloping a pla
an of interven
ntion. Secondly,
de
be
ecause of the impervious ro
oad surfaces th
hat
bo
orders the site
e to the east a
and south, and
d the
slo
oping topography, all storm
m water runofff flows
dirrectly into the
e site. This is important to consider
c
tha
at these edge
es of the site rremain porous
s in order
to receive this runoff
r
and dea
al with it appropriately
to prevent flood
ding.

Fig.57 Abiotic Analysis

Th
he biotic analy
ysis looked at the existing vegetation
v
on
n site and dete
ermined where there may be
b
ex
xisting ecosysttems. This ana
alysis examined
po
otential green corridors thatt could exist and
a
be
preserved.

Fig.58 Biotic Analysis
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s mentioned earlier, the site
e is bordered on the
As
ea
ast and south sides by the D
Diego Martin Main
M
Ro
oad and the Western
W
Main R
Road respectiv
vely. The
ve
ehicular traffic on these roads is fairly quick and
the
erefore that puts
p
constraintts on the num
mber and
loc
cation of access points into the site. Afte
er
an
nalyzing these conditions, th
he only solutio
on was to
lim
mit the numbe
er of access po
oints to two points.
Th
he first being along
a
the Wes
stern Main Roa
ad at the
ex
xisting traffic signal
s
that coo
ordinates trafffic
be
etween this road and Colum
mbus drive which goes
south into the residential neig
ghborhood an
nd to the
shopping mall. The
T
other acc
cess point wou
uld be on
the
e east side of the site along
g the Diego Martin
Ma
ain Road close
er to the north
hern site boun
ndary,
allowing enough
h room for veh
hicles merging
g onto
this road from the
t
Western M
Main Road.
Alll the layers off information o
of the site were
carefully analyzed separately
y and togetherr in order
forr a deep unde
erstanding of tthe forces in and
a
aro
ound the site to be gained. A suitability diagram
wa
as created, ma
apping the are
eas of the site
e that
we
ere best suited
d for specific p
program. Afte
er this
an
nalysis was complete, furthe
er analysis wa
as carried
ou
ut through an overseas site visit to Trinid
dad.
Nu
umerous photo
ographs were taken on this
s visit and
some of the mo
ore informative
e ones have been
b
aced on the fo
ollowing pages
s.
pla

Fig.59 Acc
cess Points

Fig.60 Antthropic Suitability
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Fig.61 Site
e Photo 1, view of river on western siite boundary.

Fig.63 Site Photo 3, view
v
of site looking northeast.

Fig.62 Site
e Photo 2, local squ
uatter currently occupying site.

Fig.64 Site Photo 4, view
v
looking west a
along Western Main
n Road.
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Fig.65 Site
e Photo 5, view of site looking northw
west.

Fig
g.67 Site Photo 7, view of Diego Marttin Main Road lookiing south.

Fig.66 Site
e Photo 6, view of development to the east of site.

Fig.68 Site Photo 8, view
v
of Diego Martin Main Road lookiing north.
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Fig.71 Site Photo 11, view of Diego Martin River looking no
orth.

Fig.69 Site
e Photo 9, view of eastern site bound
dary looking south.

per understand
ding of
Aftter visiting the site, a deep
the
e existing con
nditions was gained. The sitte
an
nalysis before the site visit a
and after the visit
he
elped to reinfo
orce the opporrtunities that the
t
site
presented and the
t
challenges
s as well. One
e of the
ma
ain issues that was reinforc
ced by the visit was
the
e fact that the
e site existed in isolation, cut
c off
fro
om the surrou
unding contextt by the major roads.
Th
his helped to justify the dec
cisions that we
ere made
in the next phas
se of developm
ment which was
w the
programming as
spect of the p
project; deciding what
s would relate
e best with the
e existing
miix of functions
conditions and context,
c
as we
ell as be aligned with
the
e scope of the
e thesis investtigation.

Fig.70 Site
e Photo 10, view off opposite river ban
nk looking north.
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hapter 5 – Pro
ogramming
Ch

The inten
nt of the proje
ect program is
s twofold.
Th
he first objective is to prese
erve as much of the
na
atural landscap
pe as possible
e, and rejuven
nate
ex
xisting ecosysttems by creatting new habittat. A
larrge part of the
e site will be d
dedicated to creating
c
an
n eco- park. Th
he second objjective is to
complement the
e existing context and to introduce
ne
ew programs into the context that are ne
eeded.
Th
he existing con
ntext is primarily residentia
al
de
evelopment wiith a retail hub to the south
heast of
the
e site along th
he Western Main Road. This
s retail
hu
ub consists of a regional ma
all, a large gro
ocery
sto
ore and two fa
ast food outlets. To the sou
uth of the
sitte there are so
ome institutional buildings that
contain some prrivate offices and a private school.
(See Fig.72) In this diagram,, yellow repres
sents
res
sidential, red represents re
etail or comme
ercial,
an
nd blue repres
sents institutio
onal. The prop
posed
project program
m will consist o
of a mixture of
o
diffferent functio
ons.
The proje
ect will be a m
mixed use
de
evelopment. Fig. 73 illustrattes conceptua
ally how
the
e new program
m will relate tto the surroun
nding
context. The mo
ost suitable pllacement of th
he new
nctions are directly influenc
ced by the pro
ogram
fun
forrces around th
he site. Any n
new residential
de
evelopment is best suited to
o the northern
n part of

Fig.72 Existing programs

Fig.73 Pro
oposed program rellationship diagram
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the site adjacent to the residential neighborhood.
New commercial activities are best suited to the
southeast part of the site adjacent to the retail hub
that exists across the main road. Creating a
physical pedestrian connection to the adjacent mall
is a possibility.
Placing a mixed use development on this site
is very appropriate for a number of reasons. (1)
The site sits in the middle of three residential
developments, and that means that it has the
opportunity to become a town- center type of
urban model, that provides essential amenities to
these residents as well as create new activities and
attractions. (2) The site exists somewhat as a
landmark as it sits at the intersection of the two
main arteries in this part of the island. Every single
person that lives north and west of this intersection
has to pass the site every day. (3) The shopping
mall that sits just south of the site across the
western main road is a high activity area meaning
that a new mixed use development will only
complement this and create more of a vibrant
regional destination.
Another observation that was made while
visiting the site was that this intersection was an
informal transit hub. There were always people
waiting for public transport on the side of the road
to go north into Diego Martin, east into Port of
Spain, or west into Carenage. That influenced the
decision to incorporate a formal transit station into
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the program. As stated previously in the chapter,
the site exists as the last open green space in this
entire part of the island, and preserving this green
space became one of the main goals while at the
same time introducing the new program. The
challenge of the design scheme will be to create a
balance between open park space and enclosed
program space. A decision was made to incorporate
a range of civic buildings into the new program in
an effort to make the development become more of
a large civic space rather than just a town center.
This decision was justified by a lack of civic
buildings in the island especially in this region. The
civic importance lies in the attention to
rejuvenating the landscape while at the same time
implementing new program. This balance between
man and nature has to become the role of civic
spaces throughout the island, as a way of creating
a new identity for this developing nation. This is
what this project will attempt to exemplify.
The conceptual program is as follows:
· Large Urban Park and Ecological Corridor
· National Museum of Culture
· Diego Martin Regional Library/Bookstore
· Diego Martin Administrative Headquarters
· Cafe
·Transit Station
· Retail outlets
· Residential Apartments
· Community Center
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Ch
hapter 6 – Sch
hematic Desig
gn
andscape Infra
astructure at tthe Macro Sca
ale
La
As stated
d in the previo
ous chapter, th
he first
ob
bjective of the proposed inte
ervention is to
o
rejjuvenate the landscape to c
create a large
e urban
ec
co-park. Since the site existted as the lastt open
green space in this
t
valley, it also was the last
l
op
pportunity to create
c
an ecological corrido
or that
connected to the two mounta
ain ranges. Wildlife
corridors that previously exis
sted have been
de
estroyed as more and more developmentt occurred
in this valley. Re-establishing
g a wildlife corrridor is
criitical for the survival
s
of many species of animals
tha
at call these mountain
m
rang
ges their home.
Crreating access
s to the river a
as a source off water is
essential to reju
uvenating wild
dlife; water is the
source of life.

Fig.74 Lan
ndscape Concept. Green
G
Corridor 1

Fig.75 Lan
ndscape Concept. Green
G
Corridor 2
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Fig.76 Landscape Infrastructure at macro scale
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Fig.77
7 Site plan showing
g green corridor
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Fig.77
7 View of overall sc
cheme from southe
east

The
e Concept was
s to raise the green carpet of the site and place the ne
ew programs below. All enc
closed
buildings will hav
ve green roofs
s thus preserv
ving the perspective of the site
s
today; an
n open green space.
s
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La
andscape Infra
astructure at tthe Micro Scalle
The Conc
cept for the sitte was to mak
ke the
sitte function as a large swale
e, where the site sloped
do
own toward the center. Mak
king the site fu
unction
as
s a swale woulld allow all surface runoff and storm
wa
ater to flow aw
way from the buildings thus
s
preventing any flooding of the streets and interior
programmed sp
pace. An artific
cial water cha
annel that
winds through the
t
site serves
s as a catchment area
forr all storm wa
ater, as well as
s it creates na
atural
ha
abitat that pro
omotes ecological rejuvenattion. All
sto
orm water on and off the siite can be dire
ected
tow
ward this channel thus prev
venting flooding of the
surrounding are
eas. This syste
em serves as a natural
ndscape infras
structure that is functional and
lan
miinimizes the cost
c
of traditio
onal storm watter
inffrastructure. This
T
infrastruc
cture not only serves
this developmen
nt but it serve
es the surroun
nding
are
eas as well.

Fig.78 Site
e Concept, Landsca
ape Swale

Fig.79 site
e Concept, landscap
pe Swale 2
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Fig.80 View of overall sc
cheme from southw
west.

The landscape is allowed to flo
ow continuously throughoutt the entire scheme. The urrban form is driven
by the
t
landscape
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Fig.8
81 Rendered Site Plan.
P

The site plan sho
ows layout of the site and the
t
relationships of the pro
ogrammed spa
aces to each o
other.
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Fig.8
82 Site Sections

The
e top section cuts
c
through the
t
site from west
w
to east. The bottom section cuts th
hrough the site
e
from
m north to south
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Fig.83 Site Section 2

The
e top section cuts
c
through tthe Retail Strip and Office Building
B
(east to west). The
e bottom sectiion
cuts through the
e Taxi Stand, the
t
Retail Strip and the Librrary/ Bookstore (south to n
north).
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Fig.84 Final Model

Th
he final model shows the co
ontinuity in urrban form and
d the green fin
ngers that exttend through the
t
site and into the areas north
h and south off the site. These green finge
ers serve as p
pedestrian
onnections and make a very
y strong urban gesture.
co
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Fig.85 View of overa
all scheme from SE
E
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Fig.86 View of Main Civic Space
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Fig.87 View down
n Retail Strip
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Fig.88 View between Office Building
gs
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Fig.89
F
View of Café
é and Taxi Stand
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Fig.90 View of Reta
ail Area
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Fig.91 Final Model 1
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Fig.92 Final Mod
del 2
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Fig.93 Final Model 3
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Fig.94 Final Model 4
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Conclusion
The thesis investigation was a long and
difficult journey over the last year. It began with
my interest in integrating the different practices of
Landscape Architecture, Architecture and Urban
Design. I have always felt that Architecture should
always be in harmony with the landscape, it is the
ground in which we build upon. I believe that this
notion should go way beyond a technical standpoint
and into the realm of poetic expression. For every
landscape has its own character and quality. We as
Architects and Urban Planners have the
responsibility of initiating that engagement through
design. As I learned more and more about the
benefits of this type of engagement from an
environmental sustainability standpoint, I realized
to myself how important of a role this can play in
promoting social and cultural awareness to the
environment. The most intriguing aspect of the
investigation to me is the fact that these types of
projects need the participation of not only
architects and urban designers, but also landscape
architects, ecologists, geologists, engineers and the
people. When all of these parties come together to
work towards one specific goal, no doubt it will be
difficult, but the end result will benefit not only the
human society but the environment and that is the
true victor. Sustainability is a key issue in all fields
of study and practice and it is time for us architects
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to lead by example and initiate these types of
projects.
This thesis investigation culminated with the
design scheme put forth. The scheme attempted to
develop a landscape infrastructure that functioned
at different scales. The overall architectural form
was not necessarily the result of the landscape
infrastructure, but more of a conceptual idea about
the site and how the intervention should respond.
However, the two work hand in hand as landscape
infrastructure and urban form should always have a
symbiotic relationship. I hope to explore these
types of projects throughout my career, especially
in my home country of Trinidad. I believe that this
is a way creating an identity for the island by the
way we engage our landscape through design. I
am very grateful to be a designer and be able to
explore these relationships through design. The
journey over the last few years was a difficult one
but in the end I am happy with what I have
accomplished and what I have learned. As I bring
this project to an end, I reflect on the beginning
and what led me in this direction, and I realize that
it is my love for nature and the environment, and
therefore……. the investigation will continue.
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